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The endless compactor carrier is an equipment which perfizrians in just one operation the transportation and the compacting of rejections 611- 
automatic screens, filtrating screens, rotary drums, etc...
 
Depending on applications, the dryness at the exit is about 30 to 40 % of dried matter.
 
The compactor carrier discharges in the pressing section, where the transportation spiral is surrounded by a filtrating screen.
 
The The extreme of the spiral does not reach the end, this way the screenings are retained and compacted.
 
The adjustment of the screw length and the pressure exerted by the exit lid (provided with counter balance) permits to regulate the compacting.
 
The equipment normally works in an intermittent way and the result is not influenced by variations in feeding.

Characteristics:
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The endless carriers are the solution for the transportation of a great di-
versity of products,

- Muddy materials, semi-fluids, viscous, etc...
- Fibrous products, etc...
- Irregular material or that tends to form vaults, etc...

The endless carriers without nucleus differentiate from the classical 
screw carriers in,

First.- The endless carrier is a spiral without axis. Built in stainless steel of 
Aisi 304 or 316 quality, of strong thickener and robust.

Second.- the spiral conception without central axis, permits the endless 
carrier to have greater transportation capacity.

ThiThird.- the behavior with fibrous material or which tend to agglutinate and 
to transport products of very variable granulometry, is very favorable be-
cause no element slows down the advance of the products and advance 
they can be filled without danger of blockage.

Fourth.- the endless carriers can work “pushing” or “pulling”.

Fifth.- installations with endless carriers are very compact and occupy 
very reduced space.

Sixth.- Supplementing the spiral allows to increase the working inclina-
tion, as well as increasing the rigidity of the endless carrier in big lengths.

General Characteristics:
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